
ANNEX B

Proposed Double Yellow Lines - Bramley Avenue, Faversham

Response Support Object Mixed Comments

1 1

I totally agree with the idea as it causes great 

problems to traffic coming around the corner both 

ways. This is mainly to do with the speed they drive 

down and up. Plus the parking opposite my drive. I live 

at number * Bramley Avenue and I find it very hard to 

get off and on my drive as cars always park opposite to 

my drive. This needs to double yellows up to the sub 

station. Otherwise there will be more parking opposite 

my drive all the time.  Most of the residents that come 

down drive far too fast . There will be a bad accident 

one day, Plus if you do not put the lines further up it 

will cause a problem for me at all times.  When i am 

driving into my driveaway people are unbelievable i e 

still do not stop to let me in. I e they drive up the 

pavement rather than stop. Please look at this again as 

its a problem. 

2 1 We support the double yellow line proposal in Bramley 

Avenue.
3 1

Thank you for your letter regarding the proposed 

yellow lines on Bramley Avenue,  Faversham.  Please 

take this email as my objection to the proposal. My 

main objection is the yellow lines will significantly 

restrict parking options near to my house (** Preston 

Avenue). We park in this area as its the closest to my 

house. The yellow lines will result in cars being parked 

significant distance away from homes.  This will cause 

problems for the car owners and also other house 

holds on Preston Avenue and Bramley Avenue who 

will not want cars parked outside their 

house. Furthermore this area is where many rail 

Engineers park at night to do there work.  If they can't 

park there they will be inconvenienced plus they will 

have to park outside homes and cause further 

disturbance. Many thanks for considering my 

objection to the yellow lines. 



Response Support Object Mixed Comments

4 1 Should make the corner safer if correctly placed, 

perhaps more left.

5 1 I am in support of the double yellow lines on the 

corner of Bramley Avenue. This however will not stop 

cars speeding round that bend and cutting the corner 

which is a big problem. Also where will be the cars 

park? It will just push the problem somewhere else up 

the road.6 1
Cars parked where proposed lines are slow the traffic 

down. (not everyone keeps to 20 mph). During my 38 

years at ** 2 vehicles have smashed into the block of 5 

garages due to excessive speed on the corner.

7 1
It has been a long time coming! Lots of near misses.

Total 3 2 2

9

% Returned 78 7

% Support 43 3

% Object 29 2

% Object 29 2
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